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LOT 1533

An assorted group of pearlware blue printed pottery, early 19th
century, comprising a Dawson & Co Bird's Nest teabowl, a moulded jug
with opposing titled hunting scenes of Shooting and Coursing, height
16cm, a Wedgwood jar and cover with an erupting volcano, height
5.7cm, a teabowl and saucer with a Tall Chimney landscape, diameter of
saucer 13.5cm, a diminutive Herculaneum Cottage tea bowl and saucer,
diameter of saucer 10.5cm, a Shepherd Brameld saucer, a child's mug
inscribed with Cock Robin verse, a mug with inner shell border, a
shaving mug and liner, a mustard pot base with Milkmaids and a circular
bowl with British Flowers to the interior and country views to the
exterior, diameter 19.5cm (some minor restoration and faults).
Provenance: from the collection of Jennifer Moody.

Estimate: £60 - £100

Condition Report

1533. Bird's nest tea bowl - typically crazed, 3 chips to footrim. 
Shooting jug - heavily crazed with light staining, small chipped firing crack to side edge of spout. 
Volcano - inner rim edge of base with 2 bad chips and light staining, cover cracked with minor glaze rubbing. 
Chimney tea bowl and saucer - saucer footrim badly chipped and top rim edge circumference very worn with
small chip.  Tea bowl crazed with tiny blemish to rim. 
Cottage tea bowl and saucer - typically crazed.  Saucer poorly restored with starcrack, tea bowl with restored
chips to rim. 
Shepherd saucer - heavily crazed with light staining, minute nick to underside rim edge and flaking to rim. 
Robin mug - tiny manufacturing blemish to rim with light stain spots. 
Shell border mug - heavily crazed, lightly stained, glazed over chip to footrim. vertical haircrack. 
Shaving mug - both pieces restored. 
Mustard pot base - cracked and chipped. 
Bowl - crazed with light stain spots to interior.
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